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Whatâ€™s the cherry on top of these deliciously fun word searches? After youâ€™ve found all the

words needed to complete the puzzle, youâ€™ll also see a secret message hidden in the

background!A tasty treat for hungry solvers.
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I just love this word search book! It keeps me busy for hours at a time. I really love the fact that the

word list is on the same page as the puzzle itself. It makes it so much easier to look at one page

rather than having to go back and forth between two pages.

I seldom use exclamation points. Honestly, I find them hyperbolic. However, I bought this for my

coworker for our Secret Santa Christmas Extravaganza and she loves it. Her words are as

follows:"This is way better than what Matt bought me. I can tell you, being an expert on searching

for words, this word search is the searchiest. I cannot even believe how well binded it is and is has

no tearing because I am constantly looking for words in it. I love it. I also am sorry for being mean to

you when I was pregnant. Thanks for the book."As you can see, she is pretty much right on.

Especially the part about being mean when she was pregnant. If you have any questions, Message

me and i will give you her phone number. Just kidding. She liked it. Don't message me, creeps



This is our first time to use a word search book from this group of authors. It has been a very

pleasant surprise. It is very well crafted, interesting and, yes, challenging! We look forward to other

similar editions.

My Mom does a lot of these puzzles and she thoroughly enjoyed this one. I will be getting more for

her like this. This is a very good vendor to buy from!

Got this book for my 7 yr old daughter for Christmas. The spiral binding makes it so much easier to

hold the book open while she searches for words. And she loves the 'ice-cream' themed words to

search for in each of the puzzle. It's a very long book so it will last her a long time. Well worth the $$

I bought this puzzle book for my 90-year-old grandmother who loves word searches. She's been

doing the puzzles in it for a couple of months now and has asked me if I can get her a similar book

for her birthday in April. She has enjoyed this book so much and says it's the best one she's had!

I bought this for my 65 year old mom. She enjoyed it and the large print is easy on the eyes.

Difficulty level is easy to medium.

A good book, but be warned the puzzles are printed lightly and rather small. Also, even though the

book is spiral bound if has the kind of back where the pages can't be flipped back when working on

a puzzle. Too bad because the puzzles themselves are pretty good.
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